GRIFFIN
Notes from the meeting
Community Council - Meeting 2 - Friday 21st January ‘22
Focus area for Meeting 2: Curriculum - with a focus on PP (Pupil Premium)
How do we meet the needs of all of our students and live our Griffin vision?
Approved & Accepted: 17th May 2022
1.

1.00pm

Welcome & Coffee
Community Council Members & guests:
2 students, Claire, Hibo, Rihab, Michael, Jodie, Carly, Louise, Madison, KBS

Apologies from Louise Black (Forest School CPD - accepted), Ali (Y3) & Phoenix (Y5) (both on trips - accepted)
KBS welcomed our members and explained that Jem will now work within the Regional Director type role at Griffin and Madison will join our Community Council.
Everyone was looking forward to our meeting together!
Context and the morning ahead
A. Chair of CC
B. Attendance at meeting
C. Register of Interest
D. DBS checks
E. Online CPD – Thurs 9th Dec ‘21 & Thurs 6th Jan ‘22
F. Website Bio - introduction (KBS) + photographs!
G. PP & PE Premium (PP today)
H. Notes from Meeting 1
A. KBS to chair today
B. See above - KBS to add to website
C. No change
D. All on track
E. Madison will send a link to the sessions - Google & Curriculum - these sessions can be viewed now. They are helpful to CC members and give suggestions of
questions to ask at our sessions too. KBS suggested members try to access and use their time on CC to develop their ICT skills too.
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F. Action: All members will add their Bio pieces in the grid below by Friday 28th January - they will all try to do this - any problems they will write and give to KBS.
Members will ask the Office to take a picture on their way out today or send it to KBS by 28th Jan.
G. See notes below
H. Notes from Meeting 1 agreed. KBS to add to our website.
2.

1.30pm

Griffin Curriculum - overview.
How do we meet the needs of all of our students?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Quick context & Curriculum overview (KBS)
English & Maths Curriculum (Carly & Jodie)
Y6 with PP focus (Carly to present and bring 3 students with books)
PP at DC2 - Carly

●

KBS talked about the idea of a Curriculum: National Curriculum, TEFAT guidance and our own decisions and choices to fulfil our vision and meet the needs of
our students and local community. We follow the National Curriculum but our delivery (how we teach subjects) is unique to us. We think about knowledge &
facts, skills and how students show understanding (partly through their practical work and application). Inside Out FridaysI are important for application.

●

CC members are encouraged to watch Jo Clifton’s TEFAT session about the Curriculum to support their own knowledge.

English
● Carly explained the decisions we make when we plan our English Curriculum and how we teach Reading & Writing across the 8 years.
● The Curriculum & Framework in Nursery & Reception is different to the rest of the year groups so we always have to look at the ‘gaps’ between Reception &
Y1 and look at how we can address this in R and at the start of Y1.
● Carly has implemented a new Phonics programme this academic year (new scheme - Little Wandle - an approved DfE programme) from Nursery to Y2 and
this has already improved the consistency of the teaching and the outcomes for our students. Carly is observing Teachers and giving regular feedback to
ensure Teachers are all delivering high quality sessions and students are making good progress.
● At Griffin our initial focus in English is reading - this links with the Phonics work in EYFS and Key Stage 1.
● Carly described the 3 Keys to Reading at Griffin: 1) Making sure students are World Ready - able to read to be good/ participating citizens 2) Test Ready 3)
Reading for Pleasure. We teach Reading with 2 vocabulary focused sessions each week - this is important because a number of our students are 2nd/3rd
generation EAL and many others also need to develop and increase their vocabulary. We focus heavily on talk for writing, drama and preparation to ensure
students are ready to write in interesting and extended ways.
●
●
●

Michael talked about his experiences as an EAL Reader and the importance he places for himself and his students in understanding the meaning of words
and building vocabulary.
Book/ text choices are really important - those selected for study and those that the Teacher reads aloud and shares (these will be more complex).
Our parents were keen to say that reading at home is important and anything Teachers can do to encourage this is helpful. We also need students to learn
spellings at home - lots of practice and learning by heart!
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Maths
● Jodie explained the different areas of study in Maths and the importance of students knowing their times tables and having lots of test practice/ application
opportunities across the school. There was a good discussion about how Griffin students enjoy Maths and many like competition to encourage them to do
more/ better. We are trying to create a culture of self-motivation too but recognise at this moment in time this is important.
● Riley (Y2) spoke briefly about his enjoyment of Maths
● In Maths 2 & 3 step problems & decontextualized problems can cause difficulties and sometimes it is the vocabulary within the questions that are tricky for
students.
● Jodie talked about the recent TTRS competition she has introduced and in the summer term we will have our Griffin Maths Bee too.
Y6 PP students and progress
Alex, Randa and Naziah - these students are all PP and working at different levels within the Y6 expectations.
All three students shared a piece of writing they are proud of (they all chose a diary entry) and talked briefly about a piece of ‘good’ Maths.
They all tried hard and we were proud of them! They also illustrated the points we discussed earlier about making students more confident and knowledgeable &
articulate about their learning.
PP and the Griffin Story
KBS reiterated the definition of PP and the reasons we track these students so carefully from birth to adult (gaps potentially increase by Y6 and significantly by Y11
and life chances of adults is even more greatly reduced). She explained the new 2021 DfE PP plan format and urged members to read this on our website.
Carly talked about the Griffin PP picture and the significance of ‘gaps’ if a PP student is also SEND or has an EHC.
She explained the types of support and interventions we put into place - including Team Teaching, Tutoring, small group support, pre-teaching and, of course, an
overall emphasis on Quality First Teaching.
3.

2.30pm

Reflections on the session

Our Parents felt more confident today and enjoyed hearing from our students.
They were pleased to hear about the Curriculum and are beginning to understand more about the way Griffin works!
Next Meetings: Tuesday 17th May - 1.30pm - 3.00pm & Friday 1st July - 9.00am - 11.00am.
Action:
1. Reflection Sheets
Completed on the day
2. Short Biography & Picture
Please add to the sheet below and send a picture to KBS by the end of Friday 28th January.
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GRIFFIN
Community Council Biographies
2021-2022
1

Claire Isaacs

Claire is a Parent Governor with a daughter in Y2 at Griffin.
She, unfortunately became unemployed during the pandemic, but is now studying Child
Psychology to pursue my desired career path.
She has always been highly interested in her daughter’s schooling (both within school and at
home), and the curriculum, so when the offer of joining the new Community Council came
up she was delighted to join!
She is so pleased that all the staff at Griffin are warm and friendly and have a strong sense
of the community. She especially loves it when her daughter comes home from school with
such confidence and pride in her achievements, and expresses how much she has learnt.
2

Hibo Mohamud
Hibo is a parent with 3 children in Griffin Primary.
She is a Nursery Nurse by profession, so being involved in her children’s education and
knowing how schools run is one of the main reasons she wanted to join Griffin’s Community
Council.
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Rihab Eldaw
Rihab is a parent of two children who attend Griffin primary.
She has a degree in counselling and health psychology and is studying a Master’s degree in
Education.
She worked as an early year’s teacher and head teacher in a preschool in Sudan.
Her main reason for becoming a member of the school’s Community Council was because
of her keen interest in primary education and most importantly, her willingness to help Griffin
school be the best it can possibly be.
She strongly believes it is important for children to learn, in a happy, safe, and thriving
environment to become our great teachers for the future!
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Michael Downey

Michael has been working at Griffin for two years and he is currently teaching the Year 4
Jaguars class. Michael loves the new teaching approaches in both English and Maths that
were recently introduced to our school. Michael takes great pleasure in teaching P.E. and
bringing the guitar into the lessons as often as he can. Michael wanted to be a part of the
Community Council as he thought it would be a great opportunity to get to know and work
further with the parents/ carers of our students.
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Jodie Wallbank

Jodie is the Y2 teacher, Assistant Head and Maths Lead teacher at Griffin. She has taught at
Griffin for 5 years and is passionate about supporting our students and families. When the
opportunity came up to join the community council and work alongside staff and
parents/carers to drive change, she just couldn’t turn it down!
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Carly Doyle
6

Carly is a Deputy Head at Griffin. She has worked at the school for 17 years: 10 years as a
class teacher in KS2 and 7 years as a member of the Leadership Group. This year, Carly’s
key areas of responsibility are KS2, assessment and English. She loves anything to do with
books, particularly reading with students in Griffin’s brand new library (and to her own
children at bedtime). Carly is also a Deputy DSL.
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Louise Black

Louise is a Deputy Head at Griffin. She has worked in the school for 10 years, starting as a
Reception class teacher and then moving into Key Stage 1. She then stepped into
leadership and is currently responsible for Early Years, KS1 and Curriculum across the
school. She is most happy when dancing, or taking Forest School groups out in the school’s
beautiful Forest in the City space. Louise is also a Deputy DSL.
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Madison Gough

Madison is a member of the legal and governance team at the Elliot Foundation head office
having worked in the education sector for 2 years.
She is particularly fond of Griffin’s approach to sustainability and the way Griffin tailors its
curriculum to the students. She lives locally to the school and is particularly invested in
improving outcomes for students in the area.
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